At thermal ultra-cold neutron (UCN) sources (neutrons in thermal equilibrium with the moderator) only a very small fraction of neutrons have velocities ~6 m/s. Therefore, the UCN production rate cannot be substantially increased by simply lowering the temperature of the moderator. The new approach is to use the super-thermal principle, i.e., neutrons not in thermal equilibrium with the converter. We want to investigate scattering kernels for a super-thermal UCN source based on a two-layer arrangement of D 2 O and solid D 2 . The solid D 2 (sD 2 ) at temperature 8 K is kept in close contact with D 2 O moderator at room temperature. Using the MCNP code, the fast neutron flux on the spallation target, the thermal flux in the D 2 O near the sD 2 , and the cold flux in the sD 2 are simulated. For a given cold flux, neutron transport equations are calculated. In order to obtain precise neutron scattering kernels, and consequently UCN flux and density, 330 neutron energy groups have been taken. The coupled energy dependent transport equations have been solved by combining MCNPX code with an analytical approach and using implicit method in MATLAB. We have obtained an optimal dimension for the UCN source. A suitable space step has been taken for the numerical stability.
Introduction
Ultra-cold neutron (UCN) can be used in fundamental physics experiments, such as neutron electric dipole moment and life-time measurements, which require low velocities and long interaction and observation times [1] [2]. The accuracy of such measurements is limited mainly by statistics [3] , and significantly higher UCN densities will allow more tests of the standard model. Several projects have the goal to build new UCN sources in order to provide the required increase in UCN density and flux. Two main source types having the potential to produce substantially higher UCN densities, are based on using either super-fluid helium [4] - [7] or solid deuterium (sD 2 ) to down scatter cold neutrons [8] [9] . Basic research to produce experimental UCN converters was done by using D 2 , O 2 , and CD 4 [10] [11] . These converters reduce the speed of the cold neutron (CN) to that of UCN. The research works have shown that deuterium can be used in different states of gas, liquid, and solid. The sD 2 has more applicants [12] [13] . In UCN sources, CN neutrons have a mean energy of ~meV. Considerable fractions of these neutrons slow down to ~neV. We have the goal to study UCN density and flux of a UCN source based on a two-layer arrangement of D 2 O and sD 2 by combining MCNPX2.4.0 code with an analytical approach. In Section 2, mathematical tools are presented. The CN flux in the sD 2 is simulated with MCNPX code. This result for the CN flux is then used as boundary condition to calculate the UCN flux and density. The results and discussion are presented in Section 3. Finally, the summary and conclusions are given in Section 4.
Material and Methods
A scheme of the UCN source under consideration is shown in Figure 1 . Fast neutrons are produced by a proton beam hitting spallation target. In the heavy water (D 2 O) moderator at room temperature, the mean kinetic energy of fast neutrons (spallation neutrons) is reduced, and consequently thermal neutrons are produced. Some of the thermal neutrons are cooled and eventually converted to UCN (inside the sD 2 ). In Table 1 , the proton beam and spallation target parameters have been given as well as UCN source geometry factors, and materials. The sD 2 must be almost pure, to reduce up-scattering on para-D 2 . Here the sD 2 layer, with a number density of , is considered at temperature of T = 8 K to prevent the dispersion of each UCN. Using the MCNPX code, the fast neutron flux on the target, the thermal 
The scattering kernel
Is considered for CN neutrons which are directly converted to UCN. We use
For description of CN neutrons which slow down and don't fall below about 0.1 meV. The definitions of the symbols used in Equations (1)- (3) When a neutron has low energy, scattering occurs by means of S waves, and hence is only elastic scattering and angular distribution is isotropic with respect to the center of mass system [14] . In the laboratory system, cosθ equals 2 3A over the angular region 0 π θ = − . At temperature of T = 8 K, the thermal and para-up scattering contributions are maximal at the lowest neutron energies and there amount to an increase in cross section by 2.5% [15] . These mean that at such a low temperature CNs lose energy upon elastic scattering and the effects of chemical binding and thermal motion of the scattering nuclei can be ignored. In this way the CN neutron is slowed down until it reaches thermal equilibrium with the sD 2 material. On this basis, the scattering kernel given in Equation (3) would be applicable for T = 8 K. This scattering kernel for a neutron scattering from a completely free nucleus was first shown by Fermi. To numerically solve Equation (1) using algebraic equations, the spatial and energy variables must be discretized. We replace the space derivative by a first order backward difference approximant at position i x . Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (1) and after the spatial and energy discretization of Equation (1), we obtain the following recurrence equations. 
.
Substituting Equation (2) into Equation (1) and after discretization we obtain the following algebraic equations. 
represent the numerical densities of CN and UCN with kinetic energies g E and k E ( g and k energy groups) at i x , respectively. h represents a space step. Energy variables have typically been discretized by the multi-group model [14] , where each energy group represents one constant energy. In our calculations, the parameters , , , , , ,
a b c f e p q , and g A are defined and are the constants for a given energy group:
( )
For solving Equations (4) and (5) we take the energy difference between each two neighboring energy groups as 1 1 0.2 meV, 1 neV
The boundary condition is as follow:
The ( ) CN , f E x′ is CN energy spectrum at x′ , and n S , in units of s −1 , is the neutron source power. The notation CN φ , in units of cm (4) and (5) 
Results and Discussion
We have considered a UCN two-layer source of D 2 O/sD 2 and calculated its UCN yield. In the D 2 O moderator the incoming fast neutrons (spallation neutrons) slow down to thermal region at room temperature. They decelerate in the sD 2 fairly and have a velocity distribution in the energy range of CN 0.3 -24.1 meV E = . Using the MCNPX code, the average fast flux on the target, the thermal flux in the D 2 O near the sD 2 layer, and the CN flux in the sD 2 have been calculated, as given in Table 2 . The spallation target produces the fast neutron flux . Substituting ( ) CN , f E x′ into Equation (13) and taking it as the boundary condition, the evolution in space ( ) 0 x > of UCN and CN has been calculated with solving the coupled transport equations in MATLAB. In order to calculate UCN density and flux, 330 neutron energy groups have been considered. UCNs emerge from a layer (with a thickness about 4 cm d = ) near the sD 2 surface area so it is only this layer that needs to be integrated over. By this integration, the UCN flux versus x is shown in Figure 2 . The UCN production rate versus x is shown in Figure 3 . In Figure 2 and Figure 3 the data points are for UCNs in the energy range of 40 -250 neV. In the present multi-group calculations, a converge result has been achieved with a suitable space step. The space step h has been determined to be about 0.1 cm. In Table 3 , the numerical results of UCN production have been presented for different sizes of the sD 2 . In the same table, our results of the average UCN production rate and density have been compared with those of the PSI UCN source [20] [21]. 
Summary and Conclusions
In the present work, a UCN source based on D 2 O/sD 2 has been studied. The sD 2 at 8 K is kept in close contact with the D 2 O moderator at room temperature. The sD 2 layer, with a number density of Table 2 . The penetration depth d, where thermal neutrons are transformed fairly into CN neutrons, approximately equals 4 cm. This distance may correspond to the scattering mean-free path of thermal neutrons. By the reason of no ultra-cold scattering cross-sections in input files of MCNP code, it cannot be used to continually model scattering down to neV energies. By considering simulated CN spectrums as boundary conditions, the UCN flux and the corresponding production rate in the sD 2 have been investigated by multi-group model (330 neutron energy groups) and using a backward implicit method. Once CN kinetic energy changes from 9 meV to ≈ 9.7 meV, The UCN flux and the corresponding production rate (versus position x ) have been given in Figure 2 and Figure 3 , respectively. The numerical results of average UCN flux, UCN production rate and density have been shown in Table 3 . The power density will be ≈76 mWg −1 ·mA −1 [22] . During a 4 s long proton beam pulse, the temperature rises from 8 to 9.7 K, and consequently the UCN density reaches about 63.1% of the maximum value. ucn τ may be determined by . However, owing to the good thermal conductivity of sD 2 , its temperature may be kept at the level of 8 K by liquid helium cooling [8] . As shown in Table 3 , we have obtained an optimal length for the UCN source. The optimal thickness of the sD 2 is about 5 cm, where average UCN density reaches to a maximum value. UCNs with speeds of 2.39 and 6.91 m/s, which correspond to UCN minimum and maximum energies, travel 5.18 and 15 cm in 21.7 ms, respectively. These distances are greater than the optimal length of the sD 2 . The CN flux values have been provided with acceptable accuracy, mostly below 2.6%, by MCNPX code. In this work, the errors are mainly due to the assumptions made in the calculations of η and , 1 g g c ′ ′+ . We expect the effects that 1) slowing down of thermal neutrons at larger depths ( ) of the scattering nuclei give a reduction in the values from our model. We recommend to consider these effects for calculations of precise values of η and , 1 g g c ′ ′+ . The problem was treated as one-dimension by the two reasons: 1) the mean square root of the sD 2 surface area is larger than average distance a CN neutron travels along its path before being converted; 2) UCNs emerge from a layer (with a thickness about 4 cm d = ) near the sD 2 surface area. The accuracy of the results can increase when the geometry of the sD 2 is considered using three-dimensional transport equation. The third author is planning to produce a unified code which can combine the CN flux modeling with UCN production and loss.
